SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Protection to help your
business stay in business
Failing to protect your business against the high cost of downtime
caused by unexpected natural disasters or malicious cyber-attacks
can be disastrous to its chances of survival. Affecting both your
employees and your customers, every second lost to disrupted
services has the potential to negatively impact your business’s
finances and your brand’s reputation.
New threats are continually evolving and the time to minimize
and eliminate risk is now -- before your business is impacted.
With multiple services to choose from, our Security Solutions
provide the up-to-date resilience, recovery, and contingency
needed to help your business stay in business.

Stay Secure
Being online means being exposed to risk and not having the
right solution can leave your business vulnerable. Altice Business
SecureNet provides connectivity plus a choice of three all-in-one
security packages designed to match your level of risk.

Mitigate Risks
Keep your website available and protected with managed
around-the-clock monitoring and expert technical support to
quickly detect and mitigate DDoS attacks behind the scenes without affecting user experience.

Remain Reliable
Secure your data and your brand's reputation with Cloud Backup.
Protect your business from hackers, hardware failures, and other
data hazards. Create custom backup calendars and restore files
with a click. We'll secure your data with military-grade encryption
and 24/7 support.
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The benefits of
proactive protection
How a company prepares for, reacts to, and recovers from a crisis
speaks volumes to the people they serve. Our suite of Security
Solutions was carefully designed to provide the resilience and reliable
options needed for successful continuity and disaster recovery.

Featured Security Solutions
Altice Business SecureNet provides all-in-one connectivity
and security solution packages designed to match your
level of risk.
Managed DDoS Protection Service provides 24/7,
cloud-based, DDoS monitoring and automated
attack mitigation
Cloud Backup secures cloud-based data backup
and recovery, keeping business-critical data safe
and easily accessible
Internet Redundancy ensures networks will continue
seamlessly in the event of an outage with an
automatic traffic shift

More Business Benefits from Lightpath
As an Lightpath customer, by subscribing to multiple Security
Solutions, you not only increase your protection, you also control
costs and enjoy the convenience of one invoice for all of your
services from the provider you trust.

